THE WAR ON DRUGS AS ANTITRUST
REGULATION
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the sale and use of intoxicating drugs—is normally impossible,
because a completely effective prohibition would be prohibitively
costly. Therefore, we normally expect that any real law will be only
imperfectly enforced.
Consequently, despite the severe legal penalties forthe possession
anti
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uuwy, me war on mugs seems to pursue precisety tne opposite
policy in practice. Current drug enforcement strategy seems
designed to increase, rather than decrease, competition in the drug
“industry.” Naturally, price is considerably higher than it otherwise
would be in the absence of drug prohibition; but given the existing
regime of prohibition, it is probable that price is lower and availabil:s..
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ket than they would be if drug laws were eliminated. The government drug enforcement effort systematically attacks larger firms, both
because smaller firms enjoy lower costs of hiding from the War on
Drugs and also because the bureaucratic incentives within the government drug enforcement agencies reward bigger busts Hugh sei-

Other Perverse Effects of Current Drug War
Strategy
In an ordinary legal market, disputes about the terms of a contract
can be resolved in court. But drug firms have no legal recourse in
the event of a contractual dispute. Therefore, transactions are kept
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and small, old and new, compete on a level playing (or rather, killing)
field.
Even if the net advantage ofthe availability ofrelatively low-cost
use of murder is zero, a city with a higher drug-murder rate may be
an area in which there is a relatively high level ofcompetitive entry.
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tures is smaiier man it wouia otnerwise ne. ~egai intoxicants ~e.g.,
alcoholic beverages) and other potential substitute forms of entertainment (e.g., movies) are free to advertise their price and availability to consumers, and thereby attract a relatively larger share of
consumer dollars.
The War on Drugs redresses this imbalance. While individual drug

Government-subsidized advertising for illegal drugs also includes
activities described as “drug education.” Such government efforts
claimed to “discourage” drug use among young people through persuasion may actually tend to increase the demand for drugs, holding
other things equal.
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made to seem more exciting, and drugs are made an adolescent badge
of honor in the War Between Adults and Teens. Ironically, if (as
critics sometimes charge) there is a tendency for drug education to
exaggerate the true extent of the risks associated with drug use,
this perverse effect on teenage behavior might be even stronger.
Therefore, it is not surprising that drug education has been found to

The War on Drugs generates a variety of perverse consequences
that are at odds with the War’s ostensible purpose. Drug illegality
increases the rate of violent crime, leads to corruption among law
enforcers, lowers the average quality of street drugs and hence leads
to the deaths of many users from impurities, and draws scarce law
enforcement recohircec away from nrnvidina r’itinenc with ru—ni-action
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